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Report on 

1.2.4 Sensitize parents on the importance of education and child 

rights in collaboration with education department 
 

Background –  

 

It is true that a child feels safe at his/her home and closely attach with the parents. He learns 

a lot of things from parents, family members and people surroundings in the community. It is 

said that Child’s first school is his/her home and first teacher is his/her parents.  

 

It is our duty to care the children properly for their physical, mental and intellectual 

development and it should be observed regularly and should be support in their learning so 

that the children get right information and be away from bad things.  

 

The parents who are educated or not educated, can teach a lot of things at their own level 

using household items, through play, poems and stories or by discussing with children. 

 

Therefore, CUTS organized a one-day training program on 28th of May, 22 to sensitize the 

eligible parents who have little child or newly married about child protection, importance of 

education and method to teach at own level. 

 

 

Objective –  

 

o To sensitize the parents on the issue of child protection and importance of education; 

o Mobilize them to create a supportive and safe environment for the children; 

o Measure regularly the development of child in the term of various aspects i.e., physically, 

mentally and intellectually; 

o They become able to teach the children at household level using various tools 

 

 

Venue & date  

 

Hotel Poonam Palace, Pratapgarh on 28th of May, 22 

 

Participants  

 

Total 50 eligible parents from Limbodi village and 4 project staff 

 

Proceeding –  

 

Ms Sanju Massar Field Facilitator heartily welcomed the participants and share the agenda of 

the training and an introduction session was facilitated by Ms Massar giving a little piece of 

paper to every participant on which the name of an object was written. The participants read 

the word, sound out of that object and introduce themselves with their name and like dislike.  
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Next session was facilitated by Mr Kamlesh Jangid Program Coordinator, sharing about the 

objectives of the project and its activities to be performed within the project timeline. 

 

Next session was facilitated by Mr Mukesh Singhal, MIS Coordinator, the participants were 

divided into five groups and gave them a task providing two pictures of child related issues. 

The participants discussed into their groups and wrote down their understanding seeing the 

both pictures, listed out forms of violence towards children in their field and what are the 

solution as per their views. After discussion, each group presented what they understood 

seeing pictures. 

 

After group presentation, Mr Singhal facilitated a session on Child rights and protection 

through a presentation. He explained that there are four major rights for children i.e., Rights 

of Survival; Rights of Development; Rights of Safety and Rights of Participation and other 

constitutional rights that are provided to a common citizen. He discussed major provision on 

Rights of free and compulsory education Act for children. 

 

The next session was facilitated by Mr Pushpendra Mehta Field Facilitator on how we can 

teach the children through Rhymes, story telling and games. Various game, poems were 

performed by Mr Mehta and participants enjoyed the session. 

 

A group activity was facilitated by MKS on identification of shapes and recognize surrounding 

objects according shapes, cutting the shapes, pasting on paper and make an object and also 

discussed on the concept of shapes and color of objects generally found at household. He also 

facilitated a session on solve the puzzles individually and explained that these types of activity 

develop the logical thinking of a child and child will enjoy it.   

 

After that a session was facilitated by KJA on the child psychology (How a child learns) in brief 

and had a discussion on the development of a child, how to measure the development in a 

child at home by literate or illiterate parents. He detailed the development of a child as 

Physical Development, Mental growth and Intellectual growth. He discussed with the 

participants how a parents can help the children in learning at home. At a primary stage, a 

child should learn sitting, speaking, identifying voices, understand after hearing and follow 

the instructions. The child should understand on relation, comparison, shape and things 

identification, counting at household level and parents can support him to learn using 

household items or materials etc. 

 

After this session, a couple activity was facilitated by MKS providing a paper to the parents 

sitting in pair and said for draw a picture of the future for their child. Each parents presented 

their drawing and dreams for their children one by one.  

 

At the end of the day, Ms Sanju Massar delivered her thank to the participants and their active 

participation in the training.  
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